
CHLORINE TABLETS + NATURE2

All-in-One Chlorine Dispenser  

+ Mineral Pool Sanitizing System

compatible
Works with virtually 
all swimming pool 
filtration systems. 

chlorine + 
Nature2 minerals
Nature2 Fusion Inground 
is an all-in-one chlorine 
and mineral sanitizing 
system to keep your  
pool sparkling clean.

bacteria + 
algae control
Patented Nature2 
mineral technology 
is proven to destroy 
bacteria and  
control algae.

maximizes 
chlorine 
effectiveness
Nature2 minerals 
work with chlorine to 
deliver perfect pool 
water, naturally.

easy to use
Quick installation with 
low maintenance and 
the convenience of 
automatic chlorine 
tablet dispensing.

MINERALS + CHLORINE UNITE
Nature2® Fusion Inground is the ultimate chlorine 
and mineral sanitizing system for inground pools. 
By combining patented Nature2 mineral technology 
with an automatic chlorine tab feeder, Nature2 
Fusion Inground delivers water that is noticeably 
cleaner, clearer and softer. Nature2 is proven 
to destroy bacteria and control algae, so your 
pool water will be sparkling clean without having 
to add extra chemicals. Nature2 is a natural 
supplement to chlorine, so it helps maximize 
chlorine investment, while reducing the annoying 
and harmful effects of harsh chemical use. 
No other system is this complete or easy to 
install, use and maintain. With Nature2 Fusion 
Inground, you are just a few simple steps away 
from perfect pool water, naturally. 
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tool-free drain plug

Simplify the winterizing process  
in just seconds.

All-in-One Chlorine Dispenser  
+ Mineral Pool Sanitizing System

Nature2® mineral cartridge

Nature2 is an effective pool sanitizing 
solution. It uses mineral technology 
to provide superior pool water quality. 
(sold separately)

chlorine adjustment

Control chlorine output with  
easy-to-read adjustment handle.

convenient universal  
union connectors

Connects easily to any 2" or 2½" pipe, 
and is the perfect complement to the 
Jandy® Versa Plumb® system.

commercial-grade durability

Engineered with the highest 
quality materials.

SPECIFICATIONS

Pool Capacity: Up to 45,000 gallons, 
depending on Nature2 mineral cartridge installed

Tri-Chlor Tablet Capacity: Approximately 
ten 3" tabs, or over 3 lbs. of 1" tabs

Maximum Operating Pressure: 50 psi 

Minimum Flow Rate: 30 gpm

Maximum Flow Rate: 120 gpm

Dimensions: 16.5" L x 16" H x 14.5" D

Weight (empty): 10 lbs

Zodiac Pool Systems, Inc. 
2620 Commerce Way, Vista, CA 92081-8438 
800.822.7933  www.nature2.com
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CARTRIDGE PURCHASING GUIDE

Pool Gallons Mineral Cartridge Description

up to 25,000 Gallons DuoClear® 25 or Nature2 Fusion 25
Single: W28000 
4-Pack: W26000

25,000 - 35,000 Gallons DuoClear 35 or Nature2 Fusion 35
Single: W28001 
4-Pack: W26001

35,000 - 45,000 Gallons DuoClear 45 or Nature2 Fusion 45
Single: W28002 
4-Pack: W26002

THE MINERAL SOLUTION, 
REDISCOVERED

Minerals, such as silver and 
copper, have long been known 
for their sanitizing antimicrobial 
properties. Nature2 brings the 
benefits of these safe elemental 
ingredients to create pool water 
that is noticeably cleaner, clearer, 
and softer.


